A reduced muscle model and planar musculoskeletal model fit for the simulation of whole-body movements.
Musculoskeletal models are made to reflect the capacities of the human body in general, and often a specific subject in particular. It remains challenging to both model the musculoskeletal system and then fit the modelled muscles to a specific human subject. We present a reduced muscle model, a planar musculoskeletal model, and a fitting method that can be used to find a feasible set of active and passive muscle parameters for a specific subject. At a minimum, the fitting method requires inverse dynamics data of the subject, a scalar estimate of the peak activation reached during the movement, and a plausible initial estimate for the strength and flexibility of that subject. While additional data can be used to result in a more accurate fit, this data is not required for the method solve for a feasible fit. The minimal input requirements of the proposed fitting method make it well suited for subjects who cannot undergo a maximum voluntary contraction trial, or for whom recording electromyographic data is not possible. To evaluate the model and fitting method we adjust the musculoskeletal model so that it can perform an experimentally recorded stoop-lift of a 15 kg box.